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Abstract: Growing demand on transportation, road and
railway networks has increased the risk of annoyance from
these sources and the need to optimise noise mitigation.
The potential traffic noise reduction arising from use of
acoustically-soft surfaces and artificial roughness (0.3 m
high or less) is explored through laboratory experiments,
outdoor measurements at short and medium ranges and
predictions. Although the applicability of ground treatments depends on the space usable for the noise abatement and the receiver position, replacing acousticallyhard ground by acoustically-soft ground without or with
crops and introducing artificial roughness configurations
could achieve noise reduction along surface transport corridors without breaking line of sight between source and
receiver, thereby proving useful alternatives to noise barriers. A particularly successful roughness design has the
form of a square lattice which is found to offer a similar insertion loss to regularly-spaced parallel wall arrays of the
same height but twice the width. The lattice design has less
dependence on azimuthal source-receiver angle than parallel wall configurations.
Keywords: soft ground effect; insertion loss; transport
noise; parallel walls; lattice

1 Introduction
Ground effects are the result of interaction between direct sound travelling from source to receiver and sound
from source to receiver that is reflected at the ground. The
interaction includes both destructive interference or can-
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cellation and constructive interference or reinforcement.
Over smooth acoustically-hard ground, the frequencies
at which cancellations and reinforcements occur depend
only on the difference between the lengths of the groundreflected and direct path. The size of this difference depends only on source and receiver heights and the distance
separating source and receiver positions. For road/tyre
noise sources and a 1.5 m high receiver separated by 20 m
or more of hard ground, the destructive interferences are
at too high frequency for there to be much influence on
the spectrum so the presence of hard ground leads more
or less to doubling of sound pressure compared with no
ground. On the other hand for an engine noise at 0.3 m
and a 4 m high receiver at 20 m distance, the destructive interferences due to hard ground occur in a frequency range
of importance. Nevertheless, in practice complicating factors such as multiple sources, atmospheric turbulence and
naturally uneven and non-uniform ground mean that the
actual increases in traffic noise level due to hard ground
corresponds more nearly to energy doubling [1].
Most naturally-occurring outdoor surfaces are porous
and as a result sound is able to penetrate the porous
surface. Ground-reflected sound is thereby subject to a
change in phase as well as having some of its energy
converted into heat. This results in a complex ground
impedance, defined as the ratio of sound pressure to (the
normal component of particle) velocity at the surface, and,
not only is the magnitude of sound reduced on reflection, but also the phase change due to the finite (complex)
ground impedance combines with the phase change due
to path length difference. This has the consequence that,
for a given source-receiver geometry, the first destructive
interference occurs at a lower frequency than over hard
ground and leads to the well-known reduction in outdoor
noise levels, often called ground attenuation, that features
in many prediction schemes and has been studied extensively [2]. Even if the ground is flat, alongside typical surface transport corridors the ground impedance varies with
range. The influence of impedance discontinuities has also
been studied and is incorporated to some extent in prediction schemes.
According to ISO 9613-2 [1], any ground surface of
low porosity is ‘acoustically-hard’, i.e. perfectly sound-
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reflecting, and any grass-, tree-, or potentially vegetationcovered ground is ‘acoustically-soft’, i.e. perfectly soundabsorbing. Although this might be an adequate representation in some circumstances, it oversimplifies the considerable range of properties and resulting effects.
According to the common methodological framework
for strategic noise mapping under the Environmental
Noise Directive (2002/49/EC) [3], “the acoustic absorption
properties of ground are mainly linked to its porosity”.
While porosity is important for one kind of “soft” ground
effect (the other kind being due to roughness and is discussed later in this Section and in Section 5), the acoustical properties of porous ground are affected most by the
ease with which air can move in and out of the ground surface. This is indicated by the flow resistivity which represents the ratio of the applied pressure gradient to the induced steady volume flow rate of air through the surface
of the ground. The porosity of naturally-occurring ground
surfaces does not vary as much as their flow resistivity. If
the ground surface has a high flow resistivity, it means that
it is difficult for air to flow through the surface. This can result from very low or negligible surface porosity. Hot-rolled
asphalt and non-porous concrete have near zero porosity
and a very high flow resistivity whereas many forest floors
and freshly-fallen snow have very much lower flow resistivity and a high porosity.
The method in the EC Directive [3], is similar to
ISO9613-2 [1] in that it allows for frequency-dependent
ground effect over non-flat ground by defining equivalent
heights and using a dimensionless frequency independent
coefficient G that takes values between 0 (acousticallyhard) and 1 (acoustically soft) according to the type of
ground [3]. In ISO9613-2 the mean value of G along a
path indicates the fraction of the path that includes
porous ground. In a similar manner to HARMONOISE and
NORD2000 [4, 5], the EU Directive 2015/996 scheme [3]
identifies types of ground corresponding to various flow
resistivity values (see Table 1). However eight flow resistivity classes are associated with only four different values
of the G factor. Various forms of grass-covered ground are
featured in the descriptions of types C, D and E. Ground
type E which includes “compacted lawns” is assigned a
G factor of 0.7 whereas types C and D, including “turf”,
“grass” and “pasture” are given a G factor of 1.0. As discussed later, “grassland” involves an even wider range of
ground effects.
Also, particularly if the ground is otherwise
acoustically-hard, roughness, even at scales smaller
than the shortest wavelength of interest, affects outdoor
sound propagation. Essentially the presence of small-scale
roughness makes a surface that appears acoustically-hard

at normal incidence appear acoustically-soft at near grazing angles, The influence of roughness on ground effects
has not been studied extensively and, so far, there is no
explicit allowance for ground roughness in prediction
schemes.
Although prediction schemes allow for ground effect,
none of them suggest ways of exploiting ground effects
for noise control. Possible ground treatments explored in
this paper include (i) replacing acoustically-hard ground
by acoustically-softer ground in a single strip or in multiple strips or patches, (ii) choosing the soft surface that
achieves greatest attenuation, augmenting its contribution with vegetation, and (iii) deliberate roughening of
hard ground.

2 Measurements
We report unpublished results of two types of measurements investigating ground effects since they add to those
published elsewhere by the authors and by others. We
have made laboratory measurements of excess attenuation (EA) spectra i.e. spectra of the attenuation in excess
of that due to wave front spreading. This required a measurement of the free field spectrum (in the absence of the
surface) for the same geometry. EA spectra have been obtained from measurements in a 4.3 m × 4.3 m × 4.3 m anechoic chamber (designed to be anechoic above a frequency
of 125 Hz). A Maximum Length Sequence System Analysis
(MLSSA) was used for signal generation and signal processing. Essentially the MLSSA output represents an impulse response. The MLS signal has a flat frequency response over a broad frequency range and gives a high signal to noise ratio. Inside the anechoic chamber, the level
of ambient noise is very low, and it is found that a MLS
sequence of order 16 offers a reasonable compromise between measurement time and good signal to noise ratio.
A point source consisting of a Tannoy driver fitted with a
0.02 m internal diameter 1.0 m long brass tube, was used
for laboratory measurements. While capable of producing
good signal up to 20 kHz, the source emitted little sound
energy below 300 Hz. In the laboratory, quarter-inch ACOpacific type microphones were used as receivers.
Also we have made outdoor measurements of the spectra of the difference between the sound level spectra measured by two vertically or horizontally separated microphones at a certain height above the ground surface. The
level difference (LD) represents a transfer function between two microphones and is independent of the source
spectrum. Since the outdoor environment involves a de-
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Table 1: Categories of ground and associated G values in the Directive 2015/996 prediction scheme [3].

Description

Type

Very soft (snow or moss like)
Soft forest floor (short, dense heather-like or thick moss)
Uncompacted, loose ground (turf, grass, loose soil)
Normal uncompacted ground (forest floor, pasture field)
Compacted field and gravel (compacted lawns, park area)
Compacted dense ground (gravel road, parking lot)
Hard surfaces (most normal asphalt, concrete)
Very hard and dense surfaces (dense asphalt, concrete, water)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

gree of turbulence, a continuous broadband noise source
was used instead of an MLS signal. Measurements were
repeated several times and averaged to improve the signal to noise. Low frequency wind noise was avoided by
high pass filtering during post-processing. A B&K type
4295 point source, specially designed as a point source
for audio-frequency measurements between 80 Hz and
10 kHz, was used for outdoor measurements. Two B&K
type 4189-B-001-½ inch microphones were used for level
difference measurements. A laptop installed with Matlab
and data acquisition tool box connected to 16 bit National
Instruments-USB 6259 data acquisition box (NI-DAQ) together with a Matlab code was used for controlling the outdoor measurement system. The code is capable of generating a digital signal, communicating and controlling the
NI-DAQ, acquiring the measured input and storing it in a
digital form. The code also offered the capability to do a
quick on-site analysis.

3 Ground impedance models and
data
The acoustical properties of ground surfaces may be represented by the surface impedance defined as the ratio of
incident sound pressure at the surface to the associated
air particle velocity at right angles to the surface. Because
of phase changes at the surface due to viscous and thermal effects in the pores this impedance is represented as
a complex quantity with real and imaginary components.
The ground surface may be considered as that of a rigidframed porous material and there are many models for
the impedance of rigid-porous materials that involve one
or more parameters including flow resistivity. Theories for
propagation from a point source over an finite impedance
ground require impedance data or models for impedance

Flow resistivity
kPa s m−2
12.5
31.5
80
200
500
2000
20000
200000

G value
1
1
1
1
0.7
0.3
0
0

spectra. Ground impedance can be deduced from complex
pressure ratios measured at short ranges in an impedancemodel-independent way. But since it is difficult to make accurate measurements of phase outdoors, to date relatively
few deductions of ground impedance from complex pressure ratio measurements have been reported [7]. It is more
common to deduce parameter values for impedance models by fitting short range level difference magnitude spectra using “template” methods [7, 8]. Subsequently these
models and parameter values can be employed in prediction schemes.
A one parameter semi-empirical model [9], the single parameter being flow resistivity, has been used widely
for outdoor sound prediction. The frequency-dependent
ground effects predicted by the EU Directive 2015/996
method [3] with G factors of 1, 0.7 and 0.3 correspond
closely to those predicted using this one parameter model
with the flow resistivity values listed for ground types D, E
and F in Table 1.
A comparison of the applicability of many of these
models [10], based on fitting data obtained at short
range using signals from a point source at verticallyseparated microphones in connection with the ANSI [7]
and NORDTEST [8] standards, has shown that, for many
grasslands, two parameter models lead to better agreement with data than the semi-empirical one parameter
model. Moreover it is pointed out in detail elsewhere [10–
12] that it is not advisable to use single parameter semiempirical models for representing ground impedance
since (a) they are not physically admissible (for example
at low frequencies they lead to predictions of negative real
parts of the surface impedance and complex density), (b)
they do not perform as well in fitting short range propagation data as other physically admissible impedance models and (c) that a result of the different frequency dependence of impedance spectra they predict, if used to predict long range ground effect spectra, they yield predic-
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Figure 1: (a) Predictions of the potential variation in excess attenuation spectra with source height 0.05 m, receiver height 4 m and horizontal separation 100 m over “grassland” with highest and lowest impedance spectra represented by the 2-parameter variable porosity
model (solid and dot-dash black lines respectively see Table 2) and by the Delany and Bazley single parameter empirical model for categories D and E in Table 1 (broken and solid blue lines respectively) (b) predictions of the seasonal variation in excess attenuation spectra
over “lawn” for the same geometry using the 2-parameter variable porosity model parameters for mean (solid line), maximum and minimum
(broken lines) impedance spectra. Moderate turbulence is assumed [2].

Table 2: Variable porosity model parameters giving best fits to short
range level difference magnitude data obtained at five grassland
locations [10, 12].

porosity model, other than effective flow resistivity, can be
stated either as rate of change of porosity with depth (abbreviated later to porosity rate) or as effective depth. These
interpretations are related by effective depth = 4/porosity
Grassland
Flow resistivity
Effective depth
rate. The flow resistivity values listed in Table 2 vary by
description
kPa s m−2
m
a factor of more than sixteen compared with the factor of
Pasture NORDTEST
824.6
0.07
six variation in the (effective) flow resistivity values listed
site #26
for grassland (categories C, D and E) in Table 1 (based
Pasture NORDTEST
383.4
0.09
on the single parameter Delany and Bazley impedance
site #19
model [9]). Although, the lowest flow resistivity value for
long grass
167.2
0.08
grass (80 kPa s m−2 ) is listed for category C, categories C
NORDTEST #20
and D in Table 1 have the same G value thereby restricting
Lawn NORDTEST site
75.3
0.09
the potential variation of ground effects due to grassland
#1
predicted by the EU Directive 2015/996 scheme [3]. MoreHeath NORDTEST
51.9
0.12
over, even though a value of 200 kPa s m−2 is listed for cat#44
egory D, the minimum flow resistivity that has been used
in calculating the G factor is 300 kPa s m−2 [14].
There may be seasonal variations in “soft” ground
tions that differ significantly from those resulting from use
effect
due to changes in moisture content. Table 3 lists
of physically admissible models that, in any case, give betthe
best
fit parameter values, using the variable poroster fits to short range data.
Not surprisingly, the most common ground type for ity model, corresponding to short range level difference
which data are available is “grassland”. Table 2 lists val- measurements made over a lawn during a study of spatial
ues of effective flow resistivity and effective depth for sev- and seasonal variations [11, 15]. The parameters listed ineral types of grassland obtained by using the physically clude the maximum and minimum effective flow resistivadmissible two-parameter variable porosity impedance ity values that fit the means of a series of measurements
model [2, 10, 13] to fit data for short range level difference in “Summer” and “Winter” conditions (corresponding to
magnitudes [10, 13]. The second parameter of the variable dry and wet) [11]. Figure 1(a) compares predictions of ex-
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Table 3: Mean, maximum and minimum parameter values corresponding to fits to short range level difference spectra over lawn using the
two-parameter variable porosity impedance model [11].

Summer

mean
maximum
minimum

flow resistivity
kPa s m−2
80
105
60

Winter
layer thickness
m
0.035
0.023
0.035

cess attenuation spectra in a moderately turbulent atmosphere [2] for (point) source height 0.05 m, receiver height
4 m and range 100 m using the two-parameter variable
porosity model for the lowest and highest effective flow resistivity values listed in Table 2 and the single parameter
empirical model with the flow resistivity values listed for
ground categories D and E in Table 1. Figure 1(b) shows excess attenuation spectra for the same geometry and turbulence parameters for the maximum, minimum and mean
parameter values listed in Table 3. The potential variation
in excess attenuation over 100 m of grassland (Figure 1(a))
is in excess of that predicted using the Delany and Bazley impedance model with the effective flow resistivities
in only categories D and E in the EU Directive 2015/996
scheme [3] and significantly exceeds the seasonal differences predicted for a particular grassland (Figure 1(b)).
The large differences in effective flow resistivity values for grassland lead to substantial differences in the
corresponding predictions of ground effect at 1.5 m high
receivers 50 m from a highway or at 4 m high receivers
125 m from a highway which will be presented in section
5d. To make such predictions it is necessary to allow for
the discontinuity in impedance between the acousticallyhard road surface and the receiver over acoustically-soft
ground. So ways of predicting the effects of impedance discontinuities are reviewed in the next sub-section.

4 Impedance discontinuities
4.1 Single discontinuity
When sound propagates close to a mixed impedance
ground surface, it diffracts at each change in impedance.
The models developed to predict such sound propagation fall into two major categories: numerical and semianalytical. Robertson et al. [16] study sound propagation over a mixed impedance ground surface using semianalytical parabolic equation approximations and found
good agreement with data. A computationally intensive

flow resistivity
kPa s m−2
200
285
115

layer thickness
m
0.011
0.008
0.018

numerical method based on a boundary integral equation formulation [17] for calculating the sound propagation over a single or multiple impedance discontinuities
is found to give very good agreement with data also. An
efficient and accurate numerical method for determining
the sound field over a plane containing a single discontinuity between impedances Z1 and Z2 considers a hypothetical planar source 40 wavelengths wide and 20 wavelengths tall placed above the discontinuity [18]. The planar
source is discretized into an array of point sources a fifth of
a wavelength apart. The relative strength of each source is
calculated using classical point source theory for propagation over infinite impedance Z1 . The received field is calculated as the sum of the contributions from each of the constituent planar sources over an infinite Z2 . However, comparison between predictions of this relatively numericallyintensive method and the De Jong semi-empirical formula
(discussed shortly), and comparisons with data indicated
that the De Jong formula is adequate for engineering purposes.
Semi-empirical methods need less computational resources. Naghieh and Hayek [19] present an analytical
solution to predict the sound propagation from a point
source over a ground with single impedance discontinuity but this requires a numerical integration. The solution
due to Enflo and Enflo [20] for sound propagation over an
infinite plane with an impedance discontinuity, although
involving simpler calculations, is only valid when the
impedance discontinuity is many wavelengths from the
source and the receiver. De Jong et al. [21] propose a widely
used semi-empirical model for sound propagation over a
single hard-to-soft impedance discontinuity with the discontinuity perpendicular to the direction from the source
to receiver axis. The De Jong model uses semi-empirical
modifications of analytical expressions for diffraction by
a rigid half-plane. Daigle el al. [22] compare data from
measurements over single impedance ground surface with
the De Jong model predictions [21]. They show that the
agreement between data and De Jong model predictions
is good except when the source and receiver are placed

Monazzam [24] gives predictions that are closer to those made using BEM than the
original
Jong formulation
particularly for the soft to hard discontinuity.
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Figure 2 Comparison of BEM predictions with predictions of original and modified de

Figure 2: Comparison of BEM predictions with predictions of original and modified de Jong models for propagation between source and
receiver at 0.07 m height separated by 0.7 m over an impedance discontinuity 0.6 m from the source between simulated MDF board (hard)
and felt over MDF board (soft) (a) hard to soft and (b) soft to hard [25].

Jong models for propagation between source and receiver at 0.07 m height separated by
very
to thean
ground
surface i.e. discontinuity
near grazing. Hotherandfrom
the low
impedance
is a layer
of felt on MDF.
0.7close
m over
impedance
0.6 m
the
sourcesurface
between
simulated
MDF
sall and Harriott [17] confirm that the De Jong method Both surfaces are characterised by the variable porosity
gives good agreement with data over single impedance dis- impedance model [10] with effective flow resistivity values
board (hard)
andthe
felt
over
MDF board
(soft)
hardchange
to soft
and
(b)
hard
[25].
continuity.
They extend
single
discontinuity
De Jong
and(a)
porosity
rates
of 30
kPasoft
s m−2to
and
15 m−1
and
−2
−1
model to encompass two discontinuities and obtained 100 MPa s m and 15 m for the soft and hard surfaces
agreement with data and calculations using the bound- respectively. These comparisons confirm that the modifi4.2
Multiple discontinuities
ary integral solution. They conclude that De Jong formu- cation of the de Jong method by Lam and Monazzam [24]
lation for two impedance discontinuities only gives good gives predictions that are closer to those made using BEM
Much
previous
focussed
onreceiver
a singlethan
impedance
discontinuity.
lessfor the
agreement
with the work
data forhas
greater
source and
the original de
Jong formulationMuch
particularly
heights and shorter source to receiver distances. This is soft to hard discontinuity.
similar to thehas
limitation
by multiple
Daigle el al.impedance
[22] for
attention
beenobserved
given to
discontinuities. Figure 3(a) shows an
a single discontinuity. Boulanger et al. [23] show that De
Jong model gives good agreement with laboratory data for 4.2 Multiple discontinuities
example
measurement
arrangement
and Figure 3(b) compares resulting
propagationlaboratory
over a single impedance
discontinuity;
however it fails if there are multiple impedance discontinuities. Much previous work has focussed on a single impedance
Lam and
Monazzam [24] observe that the De Jong semi- discontinuity. Much less attention has been given to multidata
for
(a)the excess attenuation spectra over various mixed impedance surfaces formed
empirical model, derived initially for a hard-to-soft discon- ple impedance discontinuities. Figure 3(a) shows an examtinuity (during propagation away from the source) fails to ple laboratory measurement arrangement and Figure 3(b)
from
rectangular strips of MDF and soft strips (felt, sand, lead shot) of equal widths
satisfy reciprocity and modified it accordingly. Their mod- compares resulting data for the excess attenuation specification improves the agreement between data and De tra over various mixed impedance surfaces formed from
(2.85cm)
and heights
(1.2 cm)from
[25].
felt and
MDFstrips
usedofto
make
strips
Jong type predictions
for propagation
softThe
to hard
rectangular
MDF
and soft
stripsand
(felt, patches
sand, lead
ground. Numerical results obtained with the Boundary El- shot) of equal widths (2.85 cm) and heights (1.2 cm) [25].
ement Method
been used so
extensively
as referThe felt
and MDF used
to make were
strips and
patches were
were
of the (BEM)
samehave
thickness
that the
resulting
composite
surfaces
plane.
ence results to establish the accuracy of analytical or semi- of the same thickness so that the resulting composite suranalytical methods.
faces were plane.
Figure 2(a) compares BEM and de Jong predictions
Measurements are repeated for each source-receiver
for propagation over single hard to soft or soft to hard geometry after replacing the felt strips with sand or lead
discontinuities [25]. The (point) source and receiver are shot. Either an acoustically hard (MDF) strip or a soft (felt,
assumed at 0.07 m height and separated by 0.7 m (typ- sand or lead shot) strip is placed at the point of specular
ical of the laboratory geometries for which more data reflection which was halfway between source and receiver 14
is presented subsequently). The high impedance surface which were at equal heights. Strips are tightly packed to
is considered to be a medium density fibreboard (MDF) avoid gaps at the impedance discontinuities. Five mea-
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Figure 3: (a) An example measurement arrangement with strips of felt on MDF for investigating the effects of multiple impedance discontinuities in the
laboratory
(b) Example
Excess Attenuation
spectra measured
with (point) source
receiver
0.05 m
separated
Figure
3 (a)
An example
measurement
arrangement
withand
strips
ofatfelt
onheight
MDF
for by
0.7 m over surfaces consisting of (i) felt and MDF strips (black solid line), (ii) sand and MDF strips (blue dash line), (iii) lead-shot and MDF
strips (red dotted line) and (iv) MDF strips with centre-to-spacing of 0.057 m (magenta dash-dotted line) placed on MDF board. The meainvestigating
the
effects
of multiple
impedance
discontinuities in the laboratory
sured EA spectrum
for the smooth
hard
surface (brown
dotted line)
is shown also [26].

(b) Example Excess Attenuation spectra measured with (point) source and receiver at

surements are carried out over each surface but with dif- two excess attenuations, Boulanger et al. [23] use a linear
ferent source and receiver heights for each measurement. interpolation between the two pressure terms. This mod0.05 m height separated by 0.7 m over surfaces consisting of (i) felt and MDF strips
Also shown in Fig. 3(b) is the EA spectrum measured ified Fresnel-zone method gives better agreement with
for the same source-receiver geometry over the smooth data. Figure 4(a) compares EA spectra measured with
(black
solid line),
(ii) sand
and
MDFhard
stripssource
(blueand
dash
line),at(iii)
lead-shot
MDF
MDF board.
In comparison
to those
for the
smooth
receiver
a height
of 0.12and
m and
at a horisurface, the EA maxima are at lower frequencies for both zontal separation of 0.7 m over surface composed of felt
(redand
dotted
(iv) MDF
strips with
centre-to-spacing
of 0.057
m (magenta
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impedance
roughline)
hardand
surfaces.
Hard rough
and MDF
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predictions.
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measured
EA spectrum
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smoothdisconWhile these
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extenton
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spectra The
spectra
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diffraction for
at the
impedance
obtained over mixed impedance surfaces, they are broader tinuities so the agreement between data and predictions
and their magnitudes are less.
Thesurface
depths of
EA minima
is line)
not very
good. This
confirms
hard
(brown
dotted
is shown
also
[26]. that the Fresnel-zone ap(attenuation maxima) depend on the impedance contrast. proximation, while potentially satisfactory for predicting
EA measurements over felt and sand have shown that felt overall broadband levels, is not useful for detailed predicMeasurements are repeated for each source-receiver geometry after replacing the felt
is acoustically “softer” than sand or a thin layer of lead tions over multiple discontinuities. Figure 4(b) compares
shot. Hence, the EA maxima obtained over felt and MDF BEM predictions with the same laboratory data. Although
with
sand
shot.
Either
ansand
acoustically
hard
(MDF) between
strip orBEM
a soft
(felt, sand
strips strips
are deeper
than
the or
EA lead
maxima
observed
over
the detailed
agreement
predictions
and data
and MDF strips. EA spectra for rough hard surfaces will be is not particularly good, the overall agreement with these
or lead
shot)
strip 5c.
is placed at the point of specular
reflection
whichwith
wasthe
halfway
discussed
further
in section
data is better
than obtained
Fresnel zone method.
Another semi-analytical approach for predicting
Figure 5(a) shows a “chequerboard” arrangement of
source
and receiver
which
were
heights.
StripsFigure
are tightly
packedEA
to spectra
soundbetween
propagation
over mixed
impedance
ground
is theat equal
felt and
MDF squares.
5(b) compares
Fresnel-zone method proposed by Hothersall and Har- measured with source and receiver at 0.07 m height and
riott [17].
It isgaps
the simplest
of the available
methods and 0.7
m measurements
separation over both
‘strip’ and
avoid
at the impedance
discontinuities.
Five
arethecarried
out‘chequerboard’
over
can be applied to either a single impedance discontinu- arrangements of felt and MDF [25]. The EA spectra in Figity or each
to multiple
impedance
discontinuities
since it and
does receiver
ure 5(b),heights
obtainedfor
witheach
the source-receiver
axis normal to
surface
but with
different source
measurement.
not distinguish between them. It assumes that the reflect- the mixed impedance area i.e. normal to the strips, are
ing area
in ashown
discontinuous
to the measured
more or less
whichsource-receiver
suggest that there is little adAlso
in Fig. plane
3(b) is
is related
the EAsimply
spectrum
forsimilar
the same
region around the specular reflection point defined by a vantage in using 3D distributions of patches rather than
Fresnel-zone condition. A Fresnel zone method is used to 2D strips for the configuration in which the source-receiver
geometry over the smooth MDF board. In comparison to those for the smooth hard
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not particularly good, the overall agreement with these data is better than obtained
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The agreement between de Jong and BEM predictions
of propagation over a single discontinuity is good for-2
higher source and receiver heights [25]. Consequently the
de Jong model has been used for single impedance discontinuity situations in the calculations reported in section
5d. However, as exemplified in Fig. 8, predictions of the
modified de Jong and Fresnel zone models for propagation
over a double impedance discontinuity, corresponding to
a single 10 m wide strip of soft ground starting 2.5 m from
the source, do not agree with BEM predictions [25]. Consequently, unless stated otherwise, BEM has been used
for the multiple impedance calculations reported in section 5d.

using the 2-parameter slit pore model [10] (Flow resistivity = 104 kPam , Porosit
4.3 Impedance discontinuity models for
traflc noise computations

0.36 similar to ‘long grass’ in Table 2). The source-receiver geometry with source h
Although BEM enables reasonably good predictions for
propagation over mixed impedance ground surface at laboratory scales, it is computationally expensive when used
for the larger scale geometries that will be of interest in section 5d. Since the modified De Jong semi-empirical model
is a much less computationally-intensive alternative to
BEM it is interesting to explore its accuracy. Figure 7 compares its predictions with BEM predictions for a particular

(Hs) receiver height (Hr) and range (R) is (a) Hs = 0.01m, Hr = 1.5m, r = 50m (b) H

0.3m, Hr = 1.5m, r = 50m (c) Hs = 0.01m, Hr = 1.5m, r = 53.5m (d) Hs = 0.3m, Hr = 1
r = 53.5m.
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impedance given by the 2-parameter slit pore model [10] with flow resistivity of 10 kPa s m and a porosity of 0.4, the distance between the
source and receiver was assumed to be 50 m (a) and (c) source height 0.01 m, receiver height 1.5 m (b) and (d) source height 0.3 m, receiver
height 1.5 m.
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Aylor’s data. The lower limit on ka avoids negative values
of EA.
Through a series of measurements carried over winter
wheat, rape seed and willow crops [25], horizontal level
difference data are used to study the sound propagation
through crops. Sound attenuation by crops occurs due
to multiple scattering between the stems and leaves, loss
of coherence and viscous and thermal losses due to foliage. However, the major contribution to attenuation due
to crops is due to viscous and thermal losses, which can be
predicted by using an empirical formula (see Eq. (1)). This
may be termed the “crops effect”.
At lower frequencies ground effect is dominant and
there is little or no crops effect. At higher frequencies above
3–4 kHz the crops effect is dominant. It was also found that
the ground and crops effects can be treated independently
and can be added to obtain the total effect [27]. Green leaf
crops result in more attenuation than dry crops with fallen
leaves. Although the attenuation due to crops involves viscous and thermal losses, multiple scattering effects and
loss of coherence, it is possible to avoid calculating the
multiple scattering and loss of coherence effects and yet
to obtain reasonable predictions by only adding ground effect to attenuation due to viscous and thermal losses using
larger “effective” values for foliage per unit area and mean
leaf size [27].

5 Ground roughening
5.1 2D roughness
If a surface is artificially or naturally rough, incident sound
is not reflected perfectly but is scattered by the roughness.
The distribution of the scattered sound depends on the
roughness topology, the ratio of the roughness dimensions
to the incident wavelength and the relative locations of
source and receiver [2]. As long as a sufficient fraction of
the reflected sound retains a phase relationship with the
incident sound (i.e. there is significant coherent scattering
and specular reflection) there can be a significant change
in ground effect. Many laboratory experiments show that
the influence of small scale roughness on propagation over
hard and soft surfaces can be considered in terms of effective surface impedance [2, 28–32]. Also, particularly if the
surface is acoustically-hard, roughness induces a surface
wave. Tolstoy [33, 34] predicts “boundary waves” due to
energy trapped between the roughness elements and formulates models for scattering from arrays of 2D strip elements with identical dimensions and shapes on a plane

surface. However these do not include incoherent scatter
and predict that the effective impedance of a rough hard
surface is purely imaginary. A model of Lucas and Twersky [35] for scattering from a plane containing parallel
semi-cylinders includes incoherent scatter and results in
a non-zero real part of the effective surface impedance.
When a surface is curved (convex) and rough and
source and receiver are near the surface, the roughness enhances the creeping wave at low frequencies but, as is the
case over flat rough surfaces, increases attenuation at high
frequencies [36].
One method of deliberately introducing roughness
outdoors is to construct an array of low parallel walls. As
long as the height of the walls is 0.3 m, which is approximately the wavelength of sound in air at 1 kHz, or less, they
can be considered as a form of artificial ground roughness.
The potential usefulness of regularly-spaced low parallel
walls for road traffic noise reduction was suggested and
demonstrated by outdoor experiments in 1982 [37]. An array of sixteen 0.21 m high parallel brick walls with edge-toedge spacings of about 20 cm placed on compacted grassland was found to give a broadband (between 100 Hz and
12,500 Hz) insertion loss (IL) of slightly more than 4 dB(A)
including insertion losses of up to 20 dB(A) in the 1/3 octave bands between 400 and 1000 Hz. The creation and
subsequent attenuation of surface waves was considered
as the main mechanism for noise reduction. Although surface wave creation is one of the consequences of placing
a low parallel wall array on an acoustically-hard ground,
as discussed later, the array has a significant influence on
ground effect over a wider range of frequencies than those
affected directly by the surface wave generation.

5.2 Diffraction-assisted rough hard ground
effect
Bougdah et al. [38] report laboratory measurements over
arrays of up to 17 thin walls with (equal) heights and spacing between 8 cm and 25 cm. They find a maximum overall insertion loss of 10.3 dB for a 3.25 m wide 14-wall array
with height and spacing of 0.25 m with the wall nearest
the source located at the specular reflection point halfway
between source and receiver which were at 0.4 m height
and separated by 10 m. They discuss three physical effects other than surface wave creation and the effective
ground impedance that may be involved. One of these is
quarter wave resonance. In an array of identical 0.3 m high
walls, this resonance should occur at 283 Hz. Predictions
and data discussed later show that this mechanism is not
important. They refer also to diffraction-grating effects.
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5.3 Acoustically-soft rough surfaces
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([25] see text).
The data shown in Figure 12 are obtained with (point) source and receiver at 0.07 m

igure 11 Two example laboratory arrangements for studying the effects of surface
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ghness: felt strips on a felt layer (left) and wooden strips on a felt layer (right) [25].
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After disking, the fitted effective flow resistivity is less, as
indicated by the lower frequency of the EA maximum, but
fitting is improved by assuming a hard-backed layer. The
presence of a plough pan (hard layer) due to ploughing at
depths of between 15 cm and 20 cm is well known but the
disking process has a shallower effect [2].
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In a series of measurements deploying low parallel brick
walls and brick lattices on car parks [44], a two-brick high
(point) source and receiver at 0.07 m height and 0.7 m separation
rectangular lattice is found to offer a similar insertion loss
eceiver at 0.07over
m height
and of
0.7
m separation
over
various forms of rough surface
various forms
rough
surface ([25] see
text).
to regularly-spaced parallel wall arrays of the same height
but twice the total width. Part of the insertion loss due
([25] see text).
strips of felt and wood were placed on either the felt layer to the roughness configurations is the result of transfer
or the MDF.
of incident sound energy to surface waves which can be
data shown in Figure
12
are
obtained
with
(point)
source
and
receiver
at 0.07
The data shown in Figure 12 are obtained with (point) reduced
by m
introducing wall absorption or material absource and receiver at 0.07 m height and separated by sorption in the form, for example, of shallow gravel layer
ht and separated
byThe
0.7curves
m. The
curves correspond
to (i)
the ’hard
MDF
0.7 m.
correspond
to (i) the “hard
ground”
MDF ground’
between
walls or in the lattice cells [25]. Predicted finite
surface showing a first EA maximum near 11 kHz, (ii) felt length effects are explored using a Pseudo-Spectral Time
ace showing a strips
first EA
maximum near 11 kHz, (ii) felt strips on MDF (soft strips
on MDF (soft strips over hard ground) with an EA Domain Method, which models the complete 3D roughmaximum near 3 kHz, (iii) wooden strips on MDF (hard ness profile. It is concluded from measurements and prer hard ground) with an EA maximum near 3 kHz, (iii) wooden strips on MDF (hard
strips over hard ground) with the roughness-induced EA dictions that the lattice design has less dependence on azmaximum just below 3 kHz and several higher frequency imuthal source-receiver angle than parallel wall configudiffraction-grating-related maxima, (iv) the acoustically- rations. These predictions
are supported by the results of
28
soft felt surface (soft ground) with an EA maximum near measurements of level difference spectra as a function of
2.4 kHz (v) felt strips on felt (soft strips over soft ground) azimuthal angle.
which gives a deep EA maximum centred around 2 kHz and
The acoustical effects of parallel wall arrays can be
(vi) wooden strips on felt (hard strips) resulting a shallow predicted using a 2D BEM [25, 44]. Figure 14(b) compares
EA maximum below 2 kHz and another shallow EA maxi- such a prediction with laboratory data for the excess attenmum just above 2 kHz. The influence of any kind of rough- uation spectrum due to the arrangement in Figure 14(a).
ness on the hard surface is noticeably greater than that of
Rather than having to carry out a BEM calculation with
the same kind of roughness on the acoustically-soft sur- full discretisation of a parallel wall array, it is possible to
face.
predict the acoustical performance of low parallel wall arrays using a 2D BEM with the walls represented by raised
effective impedance surfaces having an impedance given
5.4.2 Outdoor data for roughness effects on
by the 2-parameter slit pore layer model [10, 25, 44]. This is
acoustically-soft ground
illustrated by the comparison of predictions in Figure 15(b)
for the arrangement shown in Figure 15(a).
Measurements made outdoors over ground that has been
Prediction of propagation over a lattice structure (see
recently cultivated i.e. ploughed or disked, [2, 25, 26, 43] for example Figure 19(a)) is essentially a 3D problem. Howshow that the ground effect is changed. In accordance ever a satisfactory raised impedance representation would
with laboratory data [29] an increase in surface rough- allow use of a 2D prediction scheme. The accuracy of such
ness results in a decrease in the real part of the effective a representation has been demonstrated through comparimpedance. When the original surface is soil, there may isons with laboratory data [25, 44].
also be a decrease in the surface flow resistivity as the reFigure 16(a) is a vertical section schematic of a 0.2 m
sult of the cultivation. Figure 13 shows that excess atten- high brick lattice with a point source at a height of 0.1 m,
uation spectra measured before and after disking [26] can and vertically-separated microphones at heights of 0.15 m
be fitted by using a two-parameter impedance model [10]. and 0.05 m (above the lattice) at a horizontal separation of

igure 12 Laboratory
data for excess attenuation obtained with (point) source and
Figure 12: Laboratory data for excess attenuation obtained with
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Figure 16: (a) Schematic vertical section showing vertically-separated microphones located at heights of 0.05 m and 0.15 m above a brick
lattice from a (point) loudspeaker source placed at a height of 0.1 m above the lattice; (b) and (c) measured level difference spectra compared with BEM predictions in which the lattice is modelled as a raised impedance surface using a slit pore layer impedance model (b) with
parameters based on the lattice geometry (flow resistivity = 0.04 Pa s m−2 . porosity = 0.54 and layer depth = 0.2 m) (c) with porosity 0.54
and adjusted values of effective flow resistivity (400 Pa s m−2 ) and effective layer depth (0.16 m).
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Figure 18: Level difference spectra measured over a brick Lattice with cell centre-to-centre spacing 0.28 m, height of 0.2 m and total width

Figure
Level
difference
spectra
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cellarecentre-toof 2.318
m using
the geometry
shown in Figure
15 with the second
microphone at
a heightaofbrick
(a) 0.36 mLattice
and (b) 0.85 m.
Also shown
BEM
predictions with the lattice modelled as the surface of a slit pore layer with flow resistivity = 400 Pa s m−2 , porosity = 0.55 and effective
layer depth = 0.16 m.

centre spacing 0.28m, height of 0.2m and total width of 2.3 m using the geometry shown
method for a point source over a slit pore layer impedance,
of the EA spectra due to a 0.3 m high parallel wall array in
which each wall is 0.05 m thick. The source and receiver
are assumed to be at a height of 0.05 m above the top of the
wall array and separated by 4.0 m. The edge-to-edge spacings assumed are (a) 0.05 m and (b) 0.7 m. Again the frequency of the first EA maximum is predicted to decrease as
-2
the edge-to-edge spacing is increased. As shown by laboratory data [22, 34], the accuracy of predictions using the slit
pore impedance model decreases with increasing edge-toedge spacing. The slit pore layer impedance representation
becomes inaccurate when the edge-to-edge separation exceeds the wall height.

6 Calculations of road noise
in Figure 15 with the second microphone at a height of (a) 0.36 m and (b) 0.85 m. Also
reduction by ground treatment

shown are BEM predictions with the lattice Table
modelled
as thepredictions
surface
of insertion
a slit pore
4 shows example
of the
losses layer
due to various ground treatments at a 1.5 m and 4 m high
receivers either 50 m or 100 m from the nearest edge of a
two lane urban road containing 95% cars, 5% lorries travelling at 50 km/h. The point source arrays representing the
vehicles are portrayed in Figure 21(a). The ground treatments starting at the edge of the road and receiver locations are shown schematically in Figures 21(b) to 21(e). To
make the predictions, the HARMONOISE methodology for
source characterisation [4] has been used. This assumes
source heights of 0.01 m for road/tyre noise (all vehicles)
and either 0.3 m (light and medium vehicles) or 0.75 m

with flow resistivity = 400 Pa s m , porosity = 0.55 and effective layer depth = 0.16 m.
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Figure 20 (a) Schematic
showing source and receiver separated
by 4.0 m and at a
Figure 20: (a) Schematic showing source and receiver separated by 4.0 m and at a height of 0.05 m above the top of a 0.3 m high parallel
wall array in which each wall is 0.05 m thick: (b) and (c) show EA spectra due to a 0.3 m high parallel wall array predicted using both BEM
and a semi-analytical model for a point source over a slit pore layer impedance. The edge-to-edge spacings assumed are (b) 0.05 m and (c)
0.4 m which correspond to (b) flow resistivity 0.174 Pa s m−2 , porosity 0.5 and (c) flow resistivity 0.0015 Pa s m−2 , porosity 0.9.

height of 0.05 m above the top of a 0.3 m high parallel wall array in which each wall is
0.05 m thick: (b) and (c) show EA spectra due to a 0.3 m high parallel wall array
predicted using both BEM and a semi-analytical model for a point source over a slit

Receiver distance from road edge m
height m
Ground treatment
Replacing a 47.5 m or 97.5 m wide strips of hard ground by high flow resistivity grassland
Replacing a 47.5 m or 97.5 m wide strip of hard ground by low flow resistivity grassland
Replacing a 50 m or 100 m wide strip of hard ground by low flow resistivity ground growing 1 m high dense
crops
Replacing 25 m of hard ground nearest road by gravel (flow resistivity 10 kPa s m−2 at least 0.1 m deep)
Replacing 25 m of hard ground nearest road by alternating 1 m wide strips of hard ground and gravel (flow
resistivity 10 kPa s m−2 at least 0.1 m deep)
1.65 m wide array of 9 parallel walls 0.3 m high, 0.05 m thick, 0.2 m centre-to-centre spacing
3.05 m wide array of 16 parallel walls, 0.05 m thick, 0.2 m centre-to-centre spacing
12.05 m wide array of 61 Parallel walls 0.3 m high, 0.05 m thick, 0.2 m centre-to-centre spacing
1.53 m wide 0.3 m high 0.2 m square cell lattice
3.05 m wide 0.3 m high 0.2 m square cell lattice
12.05 m wide 0.3 m high 0.2 m square cell lattice

5.4
5.6
5.1
5.6
6.1
6.1

5.8
6.6
8.6
5.9
7.2
10.5

5.2
6.1
8.5
5.3
6.5
10.0

9.3
6.9

4
1.5
Insertion loss dB
1.7
7.3
2.0
12.1
6.7
16.7
3.0
2.8

50

9.1
7.3

5.5
7.6
13.1

1.5

100

5.7
6.5
8.2
5.8
7.0
9.6

7.5
6.3

4.5
6.3
12.2

4

Table 4: Insertion losses compared with smooth hard ground predicted for various parallel wall and lattice configurations for a receiver at a distance of 50 m or 100 m and at height of 1.5 m or
4 m. The ground treatments are assumed to start 2.5 m from the nearest traflc lane on a two-lane urban road (95% cars, 5% lorries travelling at 50 km/h) [25, 27, 44–46].
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Figure 21: Schematic vertical sections of (a) two vertically-separated arrays of three point sources representing two lanes of vehicles on an
Figure 19 Schematic vertical sections of (a) two vertically-separated arrays of three
urban road (b) soft ground treatment (c) soft ground with crops (d) 10 m or 25 m wide array of impedance strips (d) a 3 m wide 0.3 m high
parallel low wall array and (e) a square lattice (of various widths). The receivers are either 1.5 or 4 m high and either 50 m or 100 m from the
edge point
of the road.
sources representing two lanes of vehicles on an urban road (b) soft ground

treatment (c) soft ground with crops (d) 10 m or 25 m wide array of impedance strips
(d) a 3 m wide 0.3 m high parallel low wall array and (e) a square lattice (of various
widths). The receivers are either 1.5 or 4 m high and either 50 m or 100 m from the
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Table 5: Reductions in overall levels due to the introduction of 100%
“soft” ground next to a road predicted by Calculation of Road Traflc
Noise (CRTN) [ref] and ISO9613-2.

sumes a semi-lane width of 3.5 m rather than 2.5 m. Even
with assuming the source height to be 0.05 m, ISO96132 predicts lower insertion losses for “soft” ground. However to make the ISO 9613-2 predictions the formula for prewidth of soft ground from
47.5
97.5
dicting the reduction in A-weighted levels for broadband
nearest road edge m
sources has been used rather than an octave band calculaReceiver height m
1.5
4.0
1.5
4.0
tions. Neither CRTN or ISO 9613-2 predicts as great a depenPrediction scheme
Reduction dB
dence on receiver height as shown in Table 4. Also, as a reCRTN
5.5
3.3
7.0
4.8
sult consequence of their limited consideration of ground
ISO 9613-2
4.0
2.8
4.5
4.0
effect, neither scheme predicts the potentially larger insertion losses (more than 5 dB greater for the 1.5 m high re(heavy vehicles) for engine noise. The 1/3 octave spectrum ceiver and more than 1 dB higher for the 4 m high receiver)
of a vehicular noise source is specified by the vehicle type that are predicted in Table 4 for inserting lower flow resis(e.g. car, LGV or HGV) and vehicle speed. A 2D BEM has tivity surfaces, particularly those using gravel.
The predictions for a given receiver height listed in Tabeen used to predict the insertion losses caused by ground
ble
4
indicate that, as the source-receiver distance is intreatments parallel to the road. For multiple lanes and a
creased,
the insertion losses due to near-source ground
mix of vehicle types each source location is considered
treatments
do not decrease as they would with a tradiindividually and the spectrum weighted according to the
traffic flow percentage of each source. Multiple sources are tional noise barrier. Indeed for some treatments they intreated as incoherent, i.e. the combination of two identical crease. This is because the effectiveness of ground treatsources results in a 3 dB rather than a 6 dB increase. The ments depends on the grazing angle of incidence from the
predicted excess attenuation spectrum and distance atten- source.
Parallel walls 0.3 m high in arrays at least 1.65 m
uation correction is applied to each source and the contriwide
are predicted to give comparable or higher insertion
bution from each source summed at the receiver location.
losses
as predicted for continuous “soft” ground between
The insertion loss is calculated with respect to a smooth
the
road
edge and receivers 47.5 m or 97.5 m away and
acoustically-hard surface, i.e. it is the difference in predicted levels before and after the ground treatment is in- 1.5 m or 4 m high. Lattice configurations are predicted to
troduced and takes account, therefore, of excess attenua- give higher insertion losses than parallel wall arrays of
tion due to smooth hard ground. The treatments have been the same width and height. Another advantage of a latassumed to start 2.5 m from the nearest lane of vehicles i.e. tice configuration is that its efficacy is less dependent on
at the edge of the road. Approximately 10 dB insertion loss the azimuthal source-receiver angle than that of a paralis predicted by either replacing 47.5 m of hard ground with lel wall array with the same height and width. It should be
low flow resistivity soft ground or by constructing a 12 m noted that, in contrast to the insertion loss due to “soft”
ground, the insertion losses predicted for the lattice and
wide array of 0.3 m high parallel walls on it.
The soft ground treatments are predicted to become parallel wall configurations are not much affected if the
less effective as the receiver height increases for a given receiver height is increased from 1.5 m to 4 m. This is a
distance from the source. For example the 5 to 10 dB inser- consequence of the predicted insertion loss “beam” shown
tion losses associated with replacing hard ground by soft in Figure 22 which is a contour plot of overall insertion
ground using the example geometry shown in Figure 19 are loss for a frequency range 178 Hz to 4.44 kHz due to a
0.2 m high 6 m wide lattice with 0.065 m thick walls and
reduced by about 5 dB at a 4 m high receiver.
The insertion losses predicted if hard ground is re- centre-to-centre spacing of 0.26 m starting 2.5 m from a
placed by soft ground can be compared with those pre- 0.05 m high line source emitting a spectrum corresponddicted by the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) ing to 70 km/h light vehicular traffic. A “beam” of higher
scheme and by ISO9613-2 for comparable source-receiver insertion loss compared with hard smooth ground (approximately 6 dB) extends from 0.2 m near the source to
geometries and are listed in Table 5.
As a result of replacing acoustically-hard by -soft about 5 m height at 100 m. The slightly lower insertion loss
ground, CRTN predicts comparable insertion losses to the (5 dB) predicted near the ground is a consequence of the
more elaborate BEM predictions described despite the fact roughness-induced surface wave. For motorways, calculathat CRTN assumes an effective source height of 0.5 m, i.e. tions show that an increase of between 1 and 2 dB in the inhigher than used in the other schemes, and, moreover, as- sertion loss would follow from deploying a 2 m wide 0.3 m
high parallel wall or lattice configuration in the central
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Figure 22: A plot of overall insertion loss contours from a 0.05 m high line source emitting a spectrum corresponding to light vehicles travelling at 70 km/h due to a 0.2 m high 6 m wide lattice.Numerical comparisons between the acoustical performances of raised lattices and
those of equivalent recessed systems having identical “roughness” dimensions show that, typically a raised configuration insertion loss is
predicted to be between 3 and 4 dB(A) higher than that for the equivalent recessed one [44, 46].
Table 6: Predicted insertion losses for a receiver at 1.5 m height and 50 m from a single lane of combined (5% heavy) road traflc sources
moving at 70 km/h due to 8, 16 and 30 parallel wall arrays and due to either a single barrier corresponding to the nearest array wall or a
single “thick” barrier of the same height and width as the arrays.

Number of walls (array width m)
configuration
Insertion loss (dB)

8 (1.45 m)
array
single
8.8
5.7

reservation as well as along the side of the road [25, 46]. Although there is some effect due to the cross sectional shape
of the roughness elements, the increase in noise reduction
predicted, for example, when using equilateral triangular
wedges rather than 0.3 m high rectangular wall cross sections (with the same cross sectional area) alongside a motorway is less than 1 dB [25, 46].
The predicted noise reduction due to the proposed
ground treatments are lower if the proportion of heavy vehicles (which have higher engine noise sources than cars)
is greater and if there are traffic lanes further from the
treatment. For example at 47.5 m from the edge of a four
lane motorway carrying 85% cars and 15% of lorries at a
speed of 70 km/h a 15 m wide roughness array containing
26 parallel walls with equilateral triangular cross sections
0.247 m high starting 1 m from the nearside road edge is
predicted to give noise reductions of 8.3 dB and 3.2 dB for
receivers at heights of 1.5 m and 4 m respectively [25, 46].
The nearest element to the road in a 0.3 m high parallel wall array or lattice will act as a conventional barrier
for the road/tyre source and to some extent for the 0.3 m
high engine source. Consequently it is of interest to com-

16 (3.05 m)
array
single
10.2
5.9

30 (5.85 m)
array
single
11.3
6.2

pare the predicted insertion loss due to a single thick 0.3 m
high wall with that predicted for a parallel wall array of the
same height and width. Figure 23 compares the predicted
insertion loss spectra due to 0.3 m high and 3.05 m wide
single “thick” and 16 multiple walls array with centre-tocentre spacing of 0.2 m and height of 0.3 m. The multiple
edge diffraction and periodicity effects in the parallel walls
introduce more attenuation than a single thick barrier.
On the other hand, the multiple walls generate a surface
wave. However all surfaces are assumed to be acousticallyhard in these calculations and the surface wave contributions are rapidly reduced by the introduction of absorption [25, 46].
Table 6 compares the insertion loss predicted at a receiver at 1.5 m height and 50 m from a single lane of combined (“engine” and “tyre/road”) car sources moving at
70 km/h [19] due to 8, 16 and 30 parallel low wall systems
with those predicted for a ‘thick’ barrier with the same
height and width as the array “envelope”. As a result of
the physical mechanisms discussed, arrays of low parallel
thin walls are predicted to offer a significantly higher insertion loss than a single thick low wall. The difference in

sources and a 1.5 m high receiver 50 m away. To obtain a similar overall insertion loss a
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single thin wall (0.05 m wide) at the nearest wall location
would have to be 0.75 m high.

Figure 23: Comparison between excess attenuation spectra for a 0.01 m high source and 1.5 m high receiver predicted for a single 0.3 m

Figure
Comparison
high source
and
high 3.0523
m wide
barrier and for a 16between
× 0.05 m thickexcess
0.3 m high attenuation
3.05 m wide array ofspectra
parallel wallsfor
with a
0.20.01m
m centre-to-centre
spacing. The
distance between the source and receiver is assumed to be 50 m.

1.5 m high receiver predicted for a single 0.3 m high 3.05 m wide barrier and for a 16 ×
overall insertion loss is greatest (5.1 dB) for a 30 × 0.3 m soft ground of 8.9 dB i.e. slightly less than the 10.5 dB prehigh 5.85 m wide wall array which is predicted to offer an dicted by using a physically admissible impedance model.
0.05
m thick 0.3 m high 3.05 m wide array of parallel walls with 0.2 m centre-to-centre
insertion loss of 11.3 dB for the single lane of combined A smaller insertion loss of about 5 dB is associated with ustraffic sources and a 1.5 m high receiver 50 m away. To ing the highest flow resistivity value for soft ground listed
spacing.
distance
between
and 1receiver
is−2assumed
toreceiver
be 50inm.
obtain
a similarThe
overall
insertion loss
a single the
thin source
wall in Table
(500 kPa s m
) for the 1.5 m
the ge(0.05 m wide) at the nearest wall location would have to ometry in Figure 19.
be 0.75 m high.
Moreover the ground type descriptions in Table 1 contain the clue that the most effective type of soft ground is
Table 6 Predicted insertion losses for a receiver at 1.5 m height and 50 m from a single
uncompacted. Table 4 shows also that soft ground effects
can be augmented in an acoustically-beneficial way (for
7 Discussion
lane
of combined (5% heavy) road traffic sources
moving
at 70
km/h2due
and
further noise
reductions
of between
and 5 to
dB)8,
by 16
1 m high
dense crops (or other dense vegetation) [27, 44, 46]. The
Ground effects can be exploited for noise control. Even
planting
of crops corresponding
can have a longer influence
ground
30
parallel
wall arrays
and
either as
a single
barrier
to theonnearest
though
it is difficult
to achieve
as due
muchto
reduction
effect than the seasonal effect of the vegetation as a result
might be obtained with a traditional noise barrier of, say,
of creating root zones. Ground compaction can be avoided
1 marray
height, wall
the advantage
of exploiting
effectofisthe same height and width as the arrays
or a single
‘thick’ground
barrier
both by growing vegetation and by avoiding use of heavy
that it does not create an impassable division between
machinery during cultivation.
communities. Also replacing acoustically-hard ground by
The scheme in Directive 2015/996 [3] does not consider
Number
of walls
acoustically-soft
ground offers the opportunity of adding
the effects of vegetation or small scale roughness. Signif(array
m)
8 possibility
(1.45 m)
16 (3.05 m)
30 (5.85 m)
to the width
“green” in
cities. To some extent, the
of
icant reductions in surface transport noise (up to 10 dB)
using soft ground for noise abatement could follow from
can be obtained by the deliberate introduction of an at
use of the full range of (effective) flowarray
resistivitysingle
values
configuration
array
single
array on
single
least 3 m
wide strip
of 0.3 m high roughness
flat hard
specified by the CNOSSOS-EU scheme [3]. A calculation for
ground. A particularly effective form of roughness has the
1.5 m high loss
receiver
in the road traffic noise 8.8
geometry shown
Insertion
(dB)
5.7 form of a10.2
5.9
11.3
6.2
0.3 m high 0.2 m side 3 m wide square cell latin Figure 19 using the lowest listed grassland flow resistice which offers greater insertion loss and has less aztivity (80 kPa s m−2 ) in Table 1 and assuming the (physimuthal angle dependence than a parallel wall array with
ically inadmissible) single parameter impedance model,
0.2 m spacing and 3 m width. Since the cells in the propredicts an insertion loss due to replacing hard ground by
posed lattice structures are significantly larger than the

7 Discussion

Ground effects can be exploited for noise control. Even though it is difficult to achieve as
much reduction as might be obtained with a traditional noise barrier of, say, 1 m height,
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pores in porous asphalt they will not become clogged. Nevertheless to prevent accumulation of detritus they could be
protected by acoustically-transparent meshes or indeed be
used for planting without reducing their performance substantially. Roughness treatments can be recessed but this
reduces their insertion loss by about 3 dB. On the other
hand even though recessed systems are predicted to be
acoustically less effective and, potentially, they are more
expensive to construct, they might be preferred where
there are restrictions on above ground constructions close
to roads or where they might be combined usefully with
drainage arrangements. It would be possible to recover
some of the reduced insertion loss by starting them closer
to the noise source or by making the recessed configurations deeper than 0.3 m. Placing a roughness-based noise
reducing arrangement nearer to the source will make it less
susceptible to the meteorological effects mentioned later.
Although ground-roughness-based reductions are
comparable only with those offered by a relatively low
(0.75 m high) single barrier and use more land, they might
be an attractive alternative to such a barrier where it is desirable to preserve line of sight. Indeed, unlike the traditional barrier, the acoustical performance of a roughness
treatment is not reduced significantly if a path is made
through it [25]. Also unlike a conventional noise barrier,
the acoustical performance of some near-source ground
treatments increase as the source-receiver distance is increased. However, in common with a conventional noise
barrier, the insertion loss of a ground treatment is reduced by downward refracting and turbulent meteorological conditions.
A cost benefit analysis of the deployment of lattices
alongside and in the central reservation of a four lane road
suggests that they could be a useful alternative to traditional noise barriers particularly when used in combination with low noise road surfaces [46]. There are similar
possibilities for exploiting ground effects to reduce railway
and tram noise and discussion of these can be found elsewhere [25, 45, 46].
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